
taKen up in the month of April. Following activities were conducted to apprise the students about
three special days observed in this month that are World Health Day, World Heritage Day & World

Earth Day.
To make the students aware about'World Health Day'and importance of taking care of their
health, an interactive session was taken up for classes I-IV. The students understood that'Health'
rs the real 'Wealth'and we must take care of it to our best. To encourage the students about the
preservation and safety of the cultural heritages, monuments of the country, different activities
were taken up as a part of campaign related to'World Heritage Day'. The students of Class I and II
rad an activity'Food Delight'in which students brought the pictures of traditional food of any

'Y" 
---r..^!^Jstate/country and shared the information about it in the class. Class III and IV students conducted
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Objectives:
. To spread awareness related to hand hygiene.
- To provide an opportunity to raise students'awareness concerning the diversity of the world

heritage.
r To make students aware and responsible citizens of the society.
/ To encourage students'involvement in heritage conservation on a local as well as global

level.
To create awareness and support among the masses to protect the environment and nature
conservaEion.
To encourage students to opt for recyclable products.

DESCRIPTION:

It is rightly quoted that, "We do not inherit the earth from our ancestors, we borrow it from our
children." To make the students understand the importance of cultural heritage and participate

actively in saving the environment, their health and society, monthly awareness campaign was

a rally ori the theme 'World Heritage Day', To make the students aware about their responsibility

towards our mother Earth, few activities were conducted to observe'World Earth Day'. Class I and

II students had 'My Green and Clean Earth' and 'Paint the Earth Green' activities respectively.
Students showcased that our Earth is the only planet in the universe where life is possible till date

and it is necessary to maintain the natural assets of the earth in order to continue life on the earth.
Class III and IV had 'Budding Orators' and 'Poem Recitation' activities respectively in which

students made each other aware about issues related to earth such as environment deterioration,
pollution, ozone layer depletion, industrialization, deforestation, etc. and sensitized each other to
save our mother earth, Discussions were also held regularly in the class, morning assembly and

students were motivated to protect and preserve the variety of priceless cultural heritage, historical

monuments and our earth. Students participated enthusiastically and used different kind of
decorative material and ideas in all the activities. Students were appreciated for their efforts. At the

end, overall experience proved to be quite effective in enhancing the cognitive and aesthetics

domains of the students.
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